
open studies 

name* description
Breast cancer IMPASSION 030-Studie (BIG 16-05) Atezolizumab (anti-PD-L1-AK) in combination with adjuvant chemotherapy (anthracycline/taxane-based) v.s. adjuvant chemotherapy alone for operable triple-negative breast cancer

POLAR-Studie (IBCSG 59/19) Palbociclib in HR-positive/HER2-negative, isolated, locoregional recurrence of breast cancer
SAKK 21/18 Studie Ribociclib-endocrine combination therapy versus chemotherapy as first-line treatment in patients with visceral metastatic breast cancer, max. 55 patients in CH over 2y
TARGIT B -Studie (UCL London) Radiotherapy study: Intraoperative boost v.s. conventional boost
TAXIS-Studie (SAKK 23/16) Targeted versus radical axillary lymph node surgery followed by radiotherapy in patients with axillary lymph node metastasis (es)
TOUCH-Studie (IBCSG 55-17) Neoadjuvant palbociclib in combination with letrozole and dual Her2 blockade v.s. Paclitaxel in combination with dual Her2 blockade for older patients > 65 years with hormone-sensitive, Her2-negative early breast cancer.
WISE-Studie (IBCSG 95-17) 24-week activity programme for patients with early breast cancer undergoing aromatase inhibitor therapy

Urogenital tumours PCO Studie (Prostate Cancer Outcome) Measuring the quality of life of prostate cancer patients using a globally standardised patient questionnaire
SAKK 08/15 Studie The study examines the efficacy and tolerability of the drug Metformin in combination with radiation in prostate cancer patients with recurrence after prostate removal
KSSG SAG TCCS Studie Swiss Austrian German Testicular Cancer Cohort Study/Observational Study, the aim of which is to improve the quality of care for patients with testicular cancer in Switzerland.
SAKK 06/17 Studie multicentre, single-arm phase II study: Immunotherapy in combination with standard neoadjuvant chemotherapy in patients with operable urothelial carcinoma

Gastrointestinal tumours Roche GLYCART Studie Ex vivo model of fresh tumour tissue
SAKK 41/14 - ACTIVE-2 Studie Effect of physical activity in patients with metastatic colorectal Ca
SAKK Prospect-Trial (N1048) A phase II/III study comparing pretreatment of locally advanced rectal cancer with either combined radio-chemotherapy or chemotherapy alone, always followed by surgical tumour removal as total mesorectal excision (TME).
PIPAC/PITAC Studie Efficacy and safety of pressurized intraperitoneal / intrathoracal aerosol chemotherapy (PIPAC / PITAC) with cisplatin and doxorubicin in gastric, ovarian and colorectal cancer with peritoneal carcinomatosis and oxaliplatin in 

patients with mesothelioma / pleural cancer with pleural carcinomatosis. A prospective single center observational study.
Dante Studie (Flot8) A randomized, open-label Phase II efficacy and safety study of atezolizumab in combination with FLOT versus FLOT alone in patients with gastric cancer and adenocarcinoma of the oesophago-gastric junction (MO30039) 
PREFER-Studie Endoscopic management of patients with T1bN0M0 esophageal adenocarcinoma
Barret-CAD Studie Data collection for computer aided detection of Barrett neoplasia

Hematological tumours EBMT-Register Register for patients undergoing haematopoietic stem cell transplantation or other cell therapy (e.g. CAR-T cell therapy)
SAKK 35/14 Studie Rituximab with or without Ibrutinib for untreated patients with advanced follicular lymphoma in need of therapy. A randomized, double-blinded, SAKK and NLG collaborative Phase II trial
SAKK 36/13 Studie Combination of ibrutinib and bortezomib followed by ibrutinib maintenance to treat patients with relapsed and refractory mantle cell lymphoma. A multicenter Phase I/II trial.
SAKK 39/16 OptiPOM Studie investigates ways to improve the treatment of advanced multiple myeloma
SAKK HD21 Studie Treatment optimization trial in the first-line treatment of advanced stage Hodgkin lymphoma; comparison of 6 cycles of escalated BEACOPP with 6 cycles of BrECADD.
Triangle Studie Autologous stem cell transplantation (ASCT) after Rituximab/Ibrutunib/Ara-C treatment in patients with mantle cell lymphoma

Gynaecology tumours
PIPAC/PITAC Studie Efficacy and safety of pressurized intraperitoneal / intrathoracal aerosol chemotherapy (PIPAC / PITAC) with cisplatin and doxorubicin in gastric, ovarian and colorectal cancer with peritoneal carcinomatosis and oxaliplatin in 

patients with mesothelioma / pleural cancer with pleural carcinomatosis. A prospective single center observational study.
SENTIX (SENTinel lymph node in cervIX cancer) Studie a prospective observational trial on sentinel lymph node biopsy in patients with early stage cervical cancer
Roche GLYCART Studie Ex vivo model of fresh tumour tissue

Observational studies (cros Consilium-Studie Symptomerfassung mittels APP Observational study: Symptom recording using an app. The study examines the use of a smartphone app with which patients can record changes in their well-being and the symptoms that occur during therapy. The primary 
aim of this is to examine the effects of different periods of time between the planned doctor's visits on the quality of the symptom recording.

Alpine TIR/SAKK 80/19 Swiss Tumor Immunology Registry (SwissTIR): Quality register for immuno-oncology

Palliative Care SAKK 96/12 Studie (Reduse-Studie) Palliative care/prostate or breast cancer – metastatic, castration-resistant (prostate) and with at least 3 bone metastases/therapy of patients with bone metastases with Xgeva®

*study names are mentioned in their original language  
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